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Chapter 16

a review of the emerging 
indigenous paCifiC researCh, 
2000–2018

Kabini sanga and martyn reynolds

AbstrAct
This chapter offers a selective review of the emerging Indigenous Pacific 
educational research from 2000 to 2018. The Pacific region is home to many 
and various cultural groups, and this review is an opportunity to celebrate the 
consequent diversity of thought about education. Common threads are used 
to weave this diversity into a set of coherent regional patterns. Such threads 
include the regional value to educational research of local metaphor, and an 
emphasis on relationality or the state of being related as a cornerstone of 
education, both in research and as practice. The relationship between indig-
enous educational thought and formal education in indigenous contexts is also 
addressed. The review pays attention to educational research centered in home 
islands and that which focuses on the education of those from Pacific Islands 
in settler societies since connections across the ocean are strong. Because of 
the recent history of the region, developments are fast paced and ongoing, and 
this chapter concludes with a sketch of research at the frontier. Set within the 
context of an area study, the chapter concludes by suggesting what challenges 
the region has to offer in terms of re-thinking the field of international and 
comparative education.
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INtroductIoN
a review of  developing indigenous thought focused on education in a particu-
lar region is an opportunity to consider the dynamic balance between globali-
zation and contextualization, a key element of  international and comparative 
education (wiseman & anderson, 2013). since one aim of  the field is to learn 
by comparison, a bounded discussion of  the specific offers a particular set of 
wisdoms and experiences which can illuminate others, through both shared 
pattern and uniqueness. for, by “learning about other peoples and cultures, 
comparative education offers a lens for scholars to better know themselves” 
(mcLaughlin, 2018, p. 213). although area reviews are by nature place-based, 
as wiseman and anderson (2013) warn, using a geographic idea as a way of 
bounding a review is problematic, for “the boundaries and characteristics of 
educational spaces and of  previously defined areas are shifting – often quite 
rapidly” (p. 21).

in the case of  the pacific region, european-imagined boundaries were set 
through cartographic conventions which ignore the connective experiences of 
those who live on and with the fluidity of  the ocean (hau’ofa, 1994). the rel-
evance of  the term pacific is disputed (e.g., airini et al., 2010; ferris-Leary, 
2013; māhina, 2008), sometimes viewed as a colonial leftover. this is with some 
justification. historically, the body of  water, pacific, was named as a result of 
three distances – in comparison to other far-off  bodies previously experienced 
by magellan (gulliver, 2011) and in a language from another continent. further, 
the naming was done in possible ignorance of  the actual location of  what is now 
recognized as the world’s biggest ocean (freeman, 2013). despite this, we adopt 
the term pacific as the most frequently used descriptor for both the region and 
the ocean in this review while acknowledging the implications and claims of 
other namings.

we commence this chapter by providing a brief  discussion of  the char-
acteristics of  the pacific region. we imagine the needs and potential of 
comparative education in the region to justify the usefulness of  a motutapu 
(Johansson-fua, 2016), an island-defined sacred space for renegotiation and 
re-understanding of  ideas, interests, and practices from diverse places. then, 
we offer a contextualizing account of  the development of  a pacific indigenous 
research paradigm (sanga, 2004) as a platform from which negotiations might 
securely develop. next, we locate a helpful starting point for a discussion of 
the relationship between indigenous thought and educational developments 
in the region through an account of  the tree of  opportunity. this section 
refers to a specific point in space and time in which pacific scholars sought, 
through articulation, to clear past assumptions and attitudes so that a new 
direction and a new set of  relationships could develop. following this, we 
examine the genealogical nature of  framework developments in the region 
as one point of  coherence through which scholars of  comparative education 
may approach pacific indigenous knowledge. a second kind of  coherence, 
re-occurring patterns of  concern across pacific indigenous research frame-
works, is then offered. in both cases, our concern is to offer some navigating 
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points for discussions to be developed in the space of  comparative education 
in the pacific region. the chapter concludes with a review of  cutting-edge 
research discussed in three sections: advocacy, developmental, and transfor-
mational research.

a recent offering in the Annual Review of Comparative and International 
Education which focused on the pacific region (mcLaughlin, 2018) discussed the 
value of  “problematizing the focus and practice of  our scholarship by decoloniz-
ing our epistemologies and methodologies in comparative education research” 
(p. 226). this acknowledges a history in which comparative educational thought 
was tacitly value-loaded and not celebratory, a shadow which remains on our 
horizon. the same chapter stated how urgent it is:

that pacific islanders reclaim their systems of education and navigate uncharted waters of 
global agendas and maintenance of knowledge systems and cultural values in specific island 
countries, within oceania and abroad. (p. 227)

a claim of this nature values coherent local knowledge as way forward, but 
reminds of the need for disentanglement from the imposed judgments of the past. 
this chapter takes up both of these challenges by honoring the deeply rooted 
contributions made by many writers and by reviewing some of the work which 
continues to be done in bringing indigenous ideas to new contexts so that future 
negotiations can occur.

in this chapter our aim is not to provide an exhaustive account of literature 
or ideas but to follow lines of development and offer connections. we seek to 
examine relationships and relatedness in educational thinking, research and prac-
tice in the pacific region in a way which honors what the region has to offer. 
much thinking in the pacific region understands the world through a relational 
lens (e.g., anae, 2010; gegeo, 2001; helu-thaman, 2008; Ka’ili, 2005; reynolds, 
2016; sanga & reynolds, 2019; vaioleti, 2006; wendt, 1999). we honor these vari-
ous traditions by adopting a methodological perspective which brings discourse 
about relationality, the state of being related, to the fore. we seek to provide a 
glimpse into how pacific ideas are challenging conventional educational thinking. 
in this, what was brought to the region as an international practice from distant 
shores is reconfigured so that, by way of return, others can learn through com-
parative practice.

the relationship between indigenous thought and western ideas in education 
is a reoccurring theme in the chapter. this relationship is the critical and vital site 
of comparativism-on-the-ground in pacific education. relevant western prac-
tices in pacific education include formal education and formal research, although 
of course education and research are, in other forms, activities indigenous to the 
region (gegeo & watson-gegeo, 2001; sanga, 2014b). the chapter may be help-
fully thought of as an act of walking backwards into the future (māhina, 2008), 
a movement which articulates the relevance of the way people have lived sustain-
ably for aeons to the present, a time characterized by change. drawing attention 
to some of the strands of indigenous thinking in the region, this chapter is an act 
of weaving a celebration.
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coNtExt: thE PAcIfIc
the pacific ocean is the world’s largest. it covers approximately one-third of the 
earth’s surface and is larger than the combined land mass of the planet. although 
it is home to numerous indigenous cultural groups as well as settlers of various 
origins, some have drawn attention to the region as connected through identity, 
belonging, and common interest.

Crocombe’s (1976) Pacific Way draws on both cultural and positional aspects 
of relatedness, “a product of common environmental and cultural experience” 
(p. 38) comprised of positive relational actions which express common interest 
as fictive kin (mcgavin, 2014). with similar focus, hau’ofa (1994) also stresses 
the value of a pan-pacific approach. Confronted by relational “belittlement”  
(p. 149) in a post-colonial world, he says, “[t]here is a gulf  of difference between 
viewing the pacific as islands in a far sea [as european explorers] and as a sea of 
islands” (p. 152) in which one belongs. pacific relational and interactional links 
have migratory roots in the mists of time, evident in mythology (Ka’ili, 2005) and 
language (wendt, 1999). trade and exchange crossed present political boundaries 
long before europeans drew them. a pacific identity of routes (whimp, 2008) not 
roots, of relationships rather than institutions, understands the region as a space 
for difference as well as a frame for connection.

a focus on connection can also be seen in recent developments within the field 
of comparative education. through a process of renaming, the australian and 
new Zealand Comparative and international education society (anZCies) 
became the oceania Comparative and international education society (oCies), 
signaling a reset of relationships and focus in the regional body (mcLaughlin, 
2018). through this change, the pacific region was imagined as an oceanic 
relational space in which “indigenous researchers and other oceanic research-
ers together develop the research approaches, methodology, ethical protocols” 
(Coxon & mcLaughlin, 2017, p. 16) required to enhance pacific education. thus, 
part of the mission of oCies is to articulate cultures, systems of traditional 
knowledge and long-trusted traditional processes, acknowledging the “ocean in 
us” (hau’ofa, 2000, p. 32) in relation to global ideas about what it is to be modern 
and developed (Coxon & mcLaughlin, 2017).

as stated, as part of this re-imagination, Johansson-fua (2016) offers the 
polynesian cultural reference of a motutapu, a sacred island. this is “a place of 
sanctuary from internal wars or… a place for negotiations, a middle ground, a 
place for rejuvenation as well as a place to launch new journeys” (p. 36). imagining 
comparative education as a motutapu provides an actionable hybrid space ded-
icated to the development of the kind of knowledge which can well serve the 
peoples of the region. this is similar to other ideas of sacred spaces in which 
dialogue can occur in order to develop relationships. for example, the idea of a 
negotiating space (mila-schaaf & hudson, 2009a, 2009b) in which to develop 
and configure relationships between knowledge traditions has been proposed in 
health, building on a structure proposed in bio-ethics (hudson, roberts, smith, 
hemi, & tiakiwai, 2010; hudson, roberts, smith, tiakiwai, & hemi, 2012). a 
motutapu focuses on the presence of interested people as bringers of their ideas 
and concerns as well as on ideas themselves.
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a motutapu is a place where people can talanoa, talk in a space where the aim 
is increased mutual understanding if  not agreement. talanoa, a tradition which 
can be found in multiple pacific island cultures understands space and relational-
ity such that in “a good talanoa encounter, noa creates the space and conditions. 
Tala holistically intermingles researchers’ and participants’ emotions, knowing 
and experiences” (vaioleti, 2006, p. 24). while talanoa may be a common prac-
tice for many pacific groups, a motutapu is not an ordinary talanoa space. a 
motutapu assumes that it is a meeting point of different cultures, ways of being 
and agenda (Johansson-fua, personal communication, march 21, 2019). the 
oCies motutapu is a specific example of an intercultural place where relation-
ally focused meetings and learnings can take place. it is with this reference and 
goal in mind that this chapter unfolds.

PAcIfIc thEory: PArAdIgmAtIc thINKINg
Like all educational research, that undertaken in the pacific region is underpinned 
by theory. pacific theory has been on the move as a developing field for some time. 
sanga and reynolds (2017) provide an account of the way the field has advanced 
from which we here draw a summary. this process of development is significant 
for this chapter because it explains to some extent the vibrancy and creativity at 
work in the field, its fast-developing nature and the significance of relationally 
locating new developments in the frame of existing wisdom. pacific theory is a 
crucial element in what pacific people bring to pacific education and thereby into 
negotiation with the western ideas embedded in current education systems. as 
such, it should be celebrated.

although research as a practice is not new to indigenous pacific knowledge 
communities, the space for a pacific indigenous research paradigm (sanga, 
2004) in the academy was foreshadowed by developments in post-modernism 
(helu-thaman, 2003), Kaupapa māori theory from aotearoa new Zealand, and 
feminism (vaioleti, 2013). however, just after the turn of the millennium, sanga 
(2004) observed that some who were involved in pacific research seemed to lack 
confidence. this was evidenced by frequent justificatory reference to literature 
from outside the region, the effect of which was that the “naming” of pacific 
research came through distant voices.

whether this situation was the result of writers’ educational backgrounds, 
lack of confidence, experiences of belittlement or some other cause(s), sanga 
issued a challenge to the field to change the location or direction of its naming. 
following hau’ofa (1994), and seeking to embrace the creative tension between 
connection and separation in the region, sanga proposed a stance which assumed 
that “pacific understandings of reality, knowledge generation and values stand 
on their own as the bases of a research paradigm to serve local pacific interests 
without justificatory reference” (sanga & reynolds, 2017, p.198) from elsewhere. 
as a paradigm, the umbrella of pacific indigenous research is capable of honor-
ing unique indigenous thought from many cultural groups while simultaneously 
valuing common experiences, concerns, connecting threads and practices where 
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they exist. reference to global theories is justified by their usefulness and helpful-
ness rather than their long standing in an academy from which much pacific (and 
other) thought was historically excluded.

through hard work and careful thought, pacific theory has advanced. in 
a relatively young field, as might be expected, some diversification of  under-
standing exists (e.g., tunufa’i, 2016) and some new links are being forged (e.g., 
suaalii, 2017). however, through “the passage of  time, identity continues to 
be negotiated in a journey which requires clarity, transparency and reflexivity” 
(sanga & reynolds, 2017, p. 201). it is that identity journey which this chapter 
seeks to reflect upon. it is important to realize that holistic views of  society 
and the world promote theory which does not silo education so that areas such 
as health, education, leadership, and so on are theorized in integrated ways. 
where values, metaphor, relationships, and so on are featured in this review, 
they offer thinking tools to comparative educationalists as much as to others. 
with a secure identity, pacific theory and the indigenous educational thinking 
framed by it has much to offer.

A KEy momENt: thE rEthINKINg moVEmENt
perhaps a key catalytic moment in the deliberate re-negotiation of the relation-
ship between bodies of knowledge in pacific education is recorded in the col-
lection Tree of Opportunity (pene, taufe’ulungaki, & Benson, 2002). this is the 
written output of a 2000 colloquium on re-thinking pacific education, hosted 
at the university of the south pacific, suva, and contributed to by educational 
thinkers and practitioners from across the region. this collection of separate 
papers is a reminder that indigenous pacific educational “thought” is not only a 
noun, but also a record of a verb and community: people who think from their 
own indigenous positions and the learning-centered relationships between them 
constitute the field. one way of understanding the re-thinking movement is to see 
it as critically and deliberately clearing the space from the clutter (efi, 2005) of 
past practice for a motutapu of re-negotiation.

the suva colloquium, which was supported by new Zealand aid and victoria 
university of wellington, developed a pacific contextualization for widespread 
concerns about relevance and effectiveness in education with the aim of examin-
ing the values, assumptions, and beliefs, which underpin education in the pacific. 
it also sought to foment action by exploring relevant new directions. the depth 
and urgency of the inquiry reflected frustration borne of previous foci on qual-
ity, access, and equity in education. such issues are important, but secondary 
to the fundamental issues of what education is and why it is (or what it is for). 
mcLaughlin (2018) offers a helpful historical account of the colloquium and its 
relationship to further forums such the rethinking national education directions 
conference in vanuatu in 2003 and the vaka pasifiki educational Conference in 
honiara (toumu’a, 2017) in 2016. here, we offer a brief  relational account.

Connections are at the heart of the organic growth-based Tree of Opportunity 
metaphor. this relates the soil of the past, the elements of the present, and the 
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fruit of the future in a unity. although new material can be grafted onto the body 
of an established tree, sustainability comes from the depths of the root system 
and the integrity with which soil and tree are bonded. a well-bonded relationship 
between education and local understandings of the world is likely to produce 
nourishing fruit over a long period of time. however, ineffective education, a 
symptom of a poorly configured relationship “between the values promoted by 
formal western schooling… and those held by pacific communities” (pene et al., 
2002, p. 1) is likely to produce restricted amounts of fruit of limited value. thus, 
in pacific education, resolving relational issues is key.

unfortunately, reviewing the situation in 2002, symposium members found 
poorly configured relationships at the heart of  pacific education, perhaps most 
easily visible in structural terms. in the view of  participants, pacific people 
lacked ownership of  the education process due to imposed or donor sourced 
values, visions and priorities (taufe’ulungaki, 2002). for example, the non-
inclusive values embedded in the progressively exclusionary nature of  western 
pyramidical educational systems mediates against education as a shared 
resource. in addition, participants noted that pacific education systems, like 
many others, have been:

structured in such ways that create an adversarial relationship between a privileged framing 
of modern and knowledge and a non-western Other something else, sidelined as traditional or 
indigenous… meant as the object to be displaced. (menefee & asino, 2014, p. 31)

in this way, not only people but ideas and frameworks are also excluded from 
education with insufficient justification. a clear and strong relationship between 
education and sustainability is unlikely where the relationships between people, 
their cultural reference points and social sustainability are poorly configured.

the symposium sought to provide a forum for the propagation and develop-
ment of the already present seeds of pacific ideas for education using the tree 
metaphor to indicate that pacific roots of “processes, skills, arts, crafts, institu-
tions, languages, values, beliefs, histories and worldviews” (pene et al., 2002, p. 3, 
punctuation added) could nourish an appropriate and individualized local educa-
tion, enriched rather than colonized by “new grafted elements” (p. 3) from other 
places. one embodiment of this is the construction of a “choice of pathways” 
(taufe’ulungaki, 2002, p. 20) for pacific educational systems, to replace a more-
or-less unitary pattern of education derived from distant places, but emulated 
and repeated by pacific people (mcLaughlin, 2018) despite political independ-
ence, perhaps in the absence of clearly articulated alternatives. proposed elements 
of choice, which re-configure the relationships surrounding education by ques-
tioning the nature of education itself, include an outcomes-based assessment of 
education. this has potential to contribute to “cultural survival and continuity” 
(thaman, 2002, p. 27) by preparing students to behave and perform in cultur-
ally appropriate ways as well as to gain knowledge of subject matter. this re-
understands formal education not primarily as a producer of human capital for 
the economic system, but as an element in cultural sustainability and/or survival 
(nabobo, 2002). as aspects of the “epic search for relevance of school… to life” 
(teaero, 2002, p. 74) in the pacific, these features imagine a more harmonious and 
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productive relationship between local and other knowledge systems. this rela-
tionship provides nuance to any comparative work.

although some (e.g., mcLaughlin, 2018; van peer, 2006) value the rethink-
ing movement as engendering effective initiatives, making space for the capacities 
of pacific people and for a wider and more representative pacific voice to direct 
change in decolonizing ways, others offer critique. the re-thinking as represented 
by the Tree of Opportunity is appraised by māhina (2008) as failing to “make 
effective formal, substantial and functional links between model and reality”  
(p. 74). Burnett (2007) finds uncritical, homogenizing, essentializing, and dichoto-
mizing origin-based “pedagogies of cultural difference” (p. 261) underpin aspects 
of the re-thinking movement. a focus on difference may erase the complications 
offered by mobile, multi-layered societies. however, difference can also be used 
strategically (puamau, 2006) as a thinking tool; a heuristic purposefully adopted 
but not understood as fact. such a heuristic can promote attention to the configu-
ration of different knowledges, their intersections, overlaps, dialogues, purposes, 
and aspect-focused distances from each other. Comparative education values the 
articulation of difference within a nuanced multi-leveled approach because it 
embraces “an argument to recognize diverse epistemologies and ways of being” 
(menefee & asino, 2014, p. 31). as gegeo and watson-gegeo (2001) illustrate, 
introduced (or different) ideas and activities can be brought close to people when 
understood through local values and by reference to everyday experience. in the 
re-negotiation of relationships required by pacific education, ideas which speak 
from specific (indigenous) perspectives are a key element required for critical 
encounters.

INdIgENous frAmEworKs
a framework is a way of organizing the way people think about an area of life, 
especially one which is experienced on a day-to-day basis. as we move through 
our lives, cultural logic (mila-schaaf & hudson, 2009) provides us with links and 
directions, ways of understanding and conceptualizing. a framework is informed 
by the way a group generally organizes its thinking and, when expressed, can con-
tribute to future organization in new contexts. in the pacific region, the ongoing 
development of frameworks with which to research, practice, and think about 
education is a reflection of the paucity of local thought as a driver in the devel-
opment of formal education in previous times. framework development is an 
element in renegotiating the relationship between introduced ideas and practices 
about education and pacific thought. frameworks emerge as well-grounded 
indigenous knowledge is rendered to take its place in the relatively new, develop-
ing and fluid context of pacific education. as an emphatic statement of contribu-
tion, various indigenous pacific frameworks represent the relational motutapu of 
pacific educational renegotiation.

pacific theoretical frameworks generally assert a holistic view of the world. as 
a consequence, many areas of life such as leadership, research, health, and educa-
tion may all be navigated through a common framework. values which underpin 
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a framework apply to practices and concepts, and, when understood in relation 
to each other, reflect a world view. paying attention to framework development is 
useful in comparative education precisely for the way frameworks point to struc-
tures and logics which can be compared and contrasted since they embody varied 
contextually derived perspectives. reflecting the diversity of the region within the 
pacific indigenous research paradigm, a number of frameworks have been devel-
oped. these are often articulated through metaphor. although each framework 
can be seen as an individual construction, there is value in examining framework 
development in at least two ways so that points of access for those who wish to 
appreciate them can be established. here we offer genealogical analysis and atten-
tion to recurrent patterns as starting points and points of coherence for those 
who wish to deepen their appreciation of pacific indigenous contributions to 
pacific education.

Genealogical Development

a genealogical lens takes account of relatedness as well as individuality. this is 
because patterns of genealogical development reveal layers of shared understand-
ing that point to the ways people interact as their ideas develop. genealogical 
analysis of theory can be understood in many ways, such as those proposed by 
foucault or nietzsche (rasche & Chia, 2009). here, we benefit from the poten-
tial of a genealogical approach to focus on related theories as a family devel-
opment (Babchuk, 2010), where individual strands have their own existence but 
also intersect. this position assumes that theoretical constructs are developed in 
time and space in a community whose members are cognizant of each other at 
one level or another. genealogical analysis of this nature offers comparativism 
a way of mediating between the specific and the patterned, a movement which 
focuses on the significance of context as a key element in a more general field. in 
an expanded version of an early conceptualization (sanga & reynolds, 2017), we 
turn by way of example to the tongan Kakala framework. this has developed 
over time at the hands of a number of researchers, but is also related across space 
to other non-tongan frameworks.

Kakala was initiated by tongan academic helu-thaman (1992, 2010). the 
model’s metaphorical base draws attention to the process of weaving flowers into 
a garland. such decorations are common across the region, each with its own 
process and origin. according to helu-thaman (2010), the Kakala framework 
“embodies physical, social and spiritual elements and reflects the integrated 
nature of indigenous epistemologies and knowledge systems” (p. 361). the three 
original processes are: toli, the collection of material to make a kakala; tui, the 
weaving or making of a kakala; and luva, the gifting of a kakala as a sign of 
peace, respect and/or love. Kakala is a philosophical and methodological con-
struct useful for research and teaching (helu-thaman, 2010) which has been used 
in contexts such as research on sustainable livelihoods (helu-thaman, 2013), 
problem gambling (vatuvei, 2017), and academic information literacy (mcfall-
mcCaffery & Cook, 2016). it deals with the joint knowledge construction which 
is at the heart of education.
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where ongoing development occurs, refinements and additions attest to the 
robustness of a framework to respond adaptively to new contexts. in the case 
of Kakala, developments also suggest the embeddedness of the base metaphor 
in lived experiences; additional nuances can continue to be developed within a 
construct to reflect further aspects of the way people live their lives. a number of 
rounds of development of the Kakala model have occurred. tongan academics 
Johansson-fua and taufe’ulungaki (Johansson-fua, 2014) expand the Kakala 
framework to six phases by including additional steps: teu, a preparatory stage; 
malie, the appreciation by an audience of a performance; and māfana, “where 
we seek whether transformation, and application and sustainability of the trans-
formation, has taken place” (Johannson-fua, 2014, p. 55). the last two of these, 
derived from developments by manu’atu (2001), work to expand to focus of the 
framework to embrace a wider sense of community.

the genealogical relationships which surround frameworks such as Kakala 
need not be limited to structural changes within a model. other models devel-
oped in different spaces can be informed by prior decolonizing, localizing, and 
contextualized construction. for example, the fijian vanua framework was 
inspired by Kakala but also informed by Kaupapa māori theorization (nabobo-
Baba, 2008). the word vanua refers to a universal whole “inclusive of  a chief  
or related chiefs, their people and their relationships, their land, spiritualities, 
knowledge systems, cultures and values” (nabobo-Baba, 2008, p. 142). the 
framework is supported by a philosophy of  relatedness and connection:

the interconnectedness of  people to their land, environment, cultures, relationships, spirit 
world, beliefs, knowledge systems, values and god(s) and through vanua is pivotal to the 
fijian’s identity and is the heart of his/her existence. (nabobo-Baba, 2008, p. 143)

Like Kakala, vanua has also contributed to the development of other con-
structs (meo-sewabu, 2014).

vanua shares with Kakala the imperative to ground research in local 
practice. Contextual nuance can be valued when research into matters such 
as educational re-thinking is conducted in ways recognizable to the people 
involved (nabobo-Baba, 2013). in this way both frameworks make statements 
about appropriateness of  approach and ask questions about the relationships 
between a researcher, their contextual connectedness, their understandings, 
and the kinds of  research they are best equipped to undertake. this kind of 
thinking does not inhibit comparativism, but does demand accountability to 
the local as a support for the robustness of  comparison. genealogical thinking 
about frameworks developed by the pacific community of  indigenous scholars 
can help to avoid a sense of  dazzlement in the face of  what may seem to be a 
“web-like array” (tunufa’i, 2016, p. 226) of  theoretical constructs available to 
researchers, including comparativists, when attempting to learn in and from 
the region. seeking the origins and familial relationships of  a framework offers 
a pathway to respectful and deepened understanding as a basis for constructive 
and informed future dialogue.
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Re-occurring Considerations

in addition to paying respect to genealogical developments in emerging 
pacific indigenous thought applicable to the study of  education, attention to  
re-occurring considerations across constructs can reveal patterns of  utility to 
comparativists. in this section, we present a limited number of  fairly recent 
frameworks. these have been selected for differences in context. one has a 
pan-pacific application, one was developed from the context of  a particular 
social group within one of  the larger island states, while the third is at home 
within the social setting of  a small island cultural group. each has its own 
moment of  being; pedagogy, ethnography, and health policy, respectively. 
however, when considered together some common themes of  value to com-
parativists emerge. these themes offer sensitization for those engaged in the 
mototapu of  comparative education. the frameworks themselves represent 
contextual indicative answers to the question of  how indigenous knowledge 
might be organized in order to interface beneficially with western forms of 
knowledge, while the themes may help those who travel to the mototapu to 
read such frameworks.

the first example, the i-talitali framework (Lingam et al., 2017), was devel-
oped by a group of tutors to support engaged teaching and learning in the pacific 
region within the context of a regional education provider. it offers a model of 
how the relationship between constructs from beyond the region, in this case 
willison and o’regan’s research skills development conceptualization (cited in 
Lingam et al., 2017), and local experiential knowledges can be usefully applied 
together. doing so ensures that a critical contextual account can be made of the 
accessibility, usefulness and relevance of non-indigenous conceptualizations to 
pacific students. the i-talitali framework was developed in situ at the university 
of the south pacific in an essentially urban setting in order to meet a specific 
need, but offers more general lessons for the way comparativists might negotiate 
the configuration and presentation of their work and ideas when seeking to serve 
indigenous interests in the pacific region.

at the core of i-talitali is the central metaphor of weaving which is intended 
to translate “research skills from abstract to complex ideas through reference to 
familiar cultural processes” (Lingam et al., 2017, p. 3) for pacific tertiary students. 
however, as discussed in the context of the Kakala framework above, a key useful-
ness of metaphor is the presentation of the kind of layered complexity that allows 
for continual re-framing as understanding develops. the weaving metaphor car-
ries the idea that weaving produces a product which is ranked according to form 
and construction, shaped in line with purpose, occasion, or intended recipient. 
the framework is constructed around a process, the steps of which identify how 
approaches required for success in an activity like research already exist within 
longstanding indigenous experience in other contexts. By way of example, the 
second step, “find and generate (vakasaqaqara)” (p. 5), alludes in part to time 
in the research process through the need to invest time in the preparation and 
selection of suitable weaving materials. similarly the fourth step, “organise and 
manage (tuvana)” (p. 6), can be understood by reference to the application of 
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logic such as that used in the layering and construction of raw organic materials 
in mat construction. in these ways, knowledge from different origins is related.

as can be seen elsewhere in pacific thought (airini et al., 2010), the ethics 
of  research imagined as i-talitali invokes a motivation of community useful-
ness rather than researcher fascination as a key marker of  ethical research; the 
research product is a gift for others rather than to oneself  or one’s career. a 
balance is established in the construction of the model between the specific and 
the general. the linguistic and cultural reference is i-taukei (indigenous fijian), 
referencing the place in which the model was developed. however, the intended 
users and the wider application of the metaphor are regional, illustrating the way 
that both uniqueness and commonality can be accommodated. this acknowl-
edges the understanding that relationships in the region are characterized by 
connection as well as separation (hau’ofa, 1994). thus, despite specific refer-
ence, the generality of  the weaving metaphor promotes pedagogic usefulness 
among a diverse pacific group.

the second example is the ‘iluvatu framework (naisilisili, 2015). this frame-
work was developed for an ethnographic study exploring indigenous knowledge 
and education at a village level (naisilisili, 2012). the setting is a particular soci-
ety in fiji, the Cu’u. one aim of the framework is to provide an avenue through 
which Cu’u knowledge, “normally delegated as the ‘other’ knowledge” (p. 102), 
can be represented and valued in academic discourse. developed by a Cu’u 
woman, the model is deeply contextual and, like vanua, is an example of the kind 
of insider research which relies on a researcher’s deep relatedness to the commu-
nity. however, there is learning for others in many elements of this framework; 
ways of thinking about key aspects of research and education become visible in 
the way the framework articulates these in context.

the ‘iluvatu framework values the ‘iluvatu mat, a specific and special large 
coarse woven artifact produced only by the women of Cu’u and the udu peninsula 
(tarabe, 2015), “as a metaphor for the community values” (naisilisili, 2015,  
p. 103) appropriate to guide fieldwork. Like the mat, the framework is restricted 
in provenance but instructive in ways of thinking about research. we summarize 
naisilisili (2015) by saying that for this fijian author, the ‘iluvatu mat represents 
‘iluvatu ethical thinking of research which includes: understanding sample size 
related to the ethics of inclusivity and belonging which are embodied in a large 
mat; space as an expression of respect, both physical and relational when peo-
ple are seated on the mat; quality stemming from a familial starting point for 
mat construction; subsequent structure as interlaced and layered; parameters or 
research boundaries as inclusive and wider than the thoughts of one person; the 
inclusion of the spiritual, as an element of hidden construction; and reciprocity –  
the researcher positioned herself  as lower than others involved in the research, 
and as a satisfier of community needs.

as a result of reversing the research lens (naisilisili, 2012) and approaching 
indigenous people as holders of the knowledge being sought about education, 
the study approaches the key relationship in pacific education from an atypical 
direction, that of community as experts. as a consequence, findings include ideas 
about using community-based relational ties to teach curriculum content and 
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the reshaping of space in educational contexts to mirror village structure. an 
“inquiry method or va’ayaleyale” (naisilisili, 2012, p. 212) involves the ability 
to “read gaps” (p. 141) in plans as a way of developing the kind of criticality 
favored by Burnett (2007). all of these features show how education can rest on a 
platform of values-based community understandings and practices, replacing the 
idea of knowledge displacement (menefee & asino, 2014) with a more dialogic 
approach.

as a third diverse example, tuvaluan researcher panapa (2014) presents ola 
Lei, a framework which synthesizes practices and concepts relevant to many areas 
of tuvaluan life, including health and education. the metaphor of te feke, an 
octopus, draws attention to the connectedness of the framework. the octopus, 
common on pacific reefs, is a complex creature of an unusual shape, having many 
limbs or tentacles which, while separate, often intertwine. panapa explains:

in tuvalu, an octopus is known for its intellect, agility, and ability to camouflage itself, making 
it difficult to catch. the intertwining tentacles can make the octopus form into different shapes, 
and tentacles can move and interlace in different directions. these features symbolise complexity 
and interrelatedness, which makes the octopus a good model for ola lei. (p. 112)

in the framework, the head of the octopus hosts four related qualities which 
combine with the tentacles of eight practices. the four qualities are “filemuu (har-
moniousness, peacefulness), fiafia (happiness, contentment), malosi (fitness) and 
ola leva (longevity)” (p. 64, punctuation adjusted). the eight practices include 
“galue malosi (hard work), maumea or maukoloa (richness/wealth), poto faka-
tuvalu or logo (traditional skills and knowledge), talitonu and fakatuanaki ki 
te atua (belief  and faith in god)” (p. 80, punctuation adjusted). a key finding of 
direct relevance to education from the application of the framework is the poor 
configuration of school and societal understandings of health. through school-
ing, the complex idea of ola lei, “the ideal physical or emotional state of a person 
or people” (p. 65), is merely represented as physical health. panapa concludes,  
“it seems that schools are a bit narrow in teaching the students only the biomedi-
cal meaning of health or ola lei at the expense of a more holistic understanding” 
(p. 116). the potential of the ola Lei framework in the education context, there-
fore, can include the restoration of a holistic understanding in the health area, 
both within the curriculum and in educational practices. where this occurs, it 
is likely that community and school-supported understandings will be mutually 
supporting.

an interesting aspect of framework development in the case of ola Lei is the 
familiarity of the feke as metaphor. the idea, suggested by a community elder, 
enabled the researcher to conceptualize more general thinking about a complex 
area of tuvaluan understanding. however, it was also augmented by others in 
pedagogic interplay. for example, panapa (2014) records that tuvaluans, when 
presented with the framework, linked the octopus’ ability to live in deep water 
and only occasionally put its head up to breathe as a way of thinking about 
tuvaluans surviving in tuvalu and in the diaspora under the duress of climate 
change. similarly, suggestions were made regarding the creature’s suckers. these 
can be understood as teaching that it is hard to escape some practices which are 
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not conducive to ola lei. Just as with the genealogical development of Kakala, 
the metaphorical basis of the ola Lei framework is an invitation to knowledge-
able people to contribute to the value of the construct. in this way, a framework 
based on significant but common knowledge and practice can become a shared 
enterprise.

a number of themes of relevance to those interested in comparative educa-
tion emerge from considering these diverse examples of frameworks together. 
these themes should not be viewed as reductive but indicative, offered to com-
parative educationalists from the region and beyond as starting points for the 
development of a context in which to appreciate individual frameworks. if  we are 
working at “problematizing the focus and practice of our scholarship by decolo-
nizing our epistemologies and methodologies in comparative education research” 
(mcLaughlin, 2018, p. 226), tentative analyses of this nature can act to support 
future dialogue within comparative education. themes we touch on here involve 
space as specific and regional, the significance of metaphor, the centrality of ethics, 
educational re-thinking and holism.

Space
as discussed above, the pacific region can helpfully be understood as a sea of 
islands (hau’ofa, 1994) in which relationships provide the fabric of  connection. 
while individual states and their territorial waters might present a patchwork 
of  division across a map, embodiments of  connections exist including institu-
tions such as the university of  the south pacific (usp). of  the three frame-
works discussed above, one, i-talitali has a pan-pacific context and is built on 
a common activity, weaving. a second, ‘iluvatu also uses weaving, referencing a 
highly specialized activity undertaken by one group within a larger island state. 
aspects of  pacific indigenous thought underpin each; what differs is context. 
space can be understood as primarily a plane of  division. however, if  space 
in the pacific is understood relationally, to be about connection and separa-
tion, what matters more is context. the construction of  a mat (or a kakala) 
is not an abstract or isolated event but the production of  an artifact, “a focus 
on weaving… for a particular purpose, occasion or person in mind” (Lingam 
et al., 2017, p. 4). in this way, attention is drawn to the relationships between 
context, including purpose, and framework so that neither is seen in isolation. 
thus, when seeking to appreciate frameworks of  various origin, it is important 
to pay attention to where a framework has come from, on what scale it seeks 
to be relevant, what it aims to achieve and for whom. Looking for re-occurring 
considerations can assist in this.

Metaphor
each of the constructs discussed above rests on metaphor, a feature that also 
applies to other pacific frameworks and methodologies (e.g., maua-hodges, 2000; 
naufahu, 2018). one way to understand the significance of metaphor as a basis 
of framework construction is the desire to bridge between “thought worlds.” this 
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desire acknowledges the everyday-ness of much of what happens in people’s lives 
while concurrently indicating the way many aspects of pacific life are excluded 
from education. a bridge is required where formal education as constructed in 
the region asks many participants to be academic migrants (mason & rawlings-
sanaei, 2014) in their own spaces on a daily basis. according to Burton (2012), 
formal education can act to separate communities from some aspects of social 
reproduction unless community values underpin educational practice. hence, the 
use of metaphor is an opportunity to ground understandings in existing knowl-
edge and, as a consequence, to expose educational practice to critique. this can 
happen when a relevant metaphor is shared and understood by a community or 
group, leading to the kind of metaphoric and framework extensions discussed 
earlier in relation to Kakala and ola Lei. the use of metaphor is a common 
aspect of life in many places in the pacific. metaphor is capable of imparting 
information of many kinds; practical, ethical, and spiritual. metaphor also pro-
vides a complex ground for negotiation and understanding in the motutapu space 
of comparative education because appreciating metaphor makes apparent much 
which is hidden through assumption.

Ethics
ethics, how to behave in rightful and recognized ways, underpin the pacific frame-
works discussed earlier. for example, among the arms of the octopus of ola Lei 
are references to faith and harmoniousness, and one aim of the framework as a 
whole is to describe a person’s ideal emotional state. similarly, the ‘iluvatu meta-
phor informs the ethics of inclusion, consultation, and so on. although it has 
more of a utilitarian purpose, the i-talitali ethics of weaving as a process anchors 
the idea of research as a social activity, “working with the people of the pacific… 
and not just about them” (Lingam et al., 2017, p. 8). in these ways, ethical con-
siderations which are part of everyday life are central to the pacific indigenous 
frameworks described here. an approach which seeks the ethical basis of actions 
as a way of understanding their practical significance has potential for those 
who wish to serve pacific education through comparative study. a technocratic 
approach to education that erases or assumes ethics can exacerbate the distance 
between students’ experiences at home and at school.

Re-thinking
another area of significance for comparative education in the pacific region 
that embraces the metaphor of motutapu is re-thinking. as discussed above, the 
 circumstances of education in the region mean that a central relational issue is 
the configuration of western-origin and pacific indigenous thought. one aim 
of ‘iluvatu is to articulate indigenous knowledge so that it can be active in aca-
demic discourse. an effect of ola Lei is to challenge curriculum representations 
of health and well-being, resetting a narrow view to embrace a more holistic 
understanding. as an ethical act, bringing previously de-valued community 
knowledge into articulation with the practice of pacific education can have the 
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effect of supporting education to be relevant beyond schooling. this in turn sup-
ports social sustainability through the “reversal” of the research lens (naisilisili, 
2015). re-thinking is not replacement; sustainable education in the modern world 
requires well-configured relationships. there are examples of the unsuccessful 
creation of “second tier” education which feature elements of indigenous cul-
ture (Burnett, 2007) that remain undercut by an undisturbed “top tier” where 
education continues as if  it were a pre-fab to be imported more-or-less wholesale 
from the west. a consideration of pacific frameworks indicates the significance 
of ethics and values to re-thinking in pacific education. these aspects can under-
pin the more tangible aspects of language, resources, and assessment. through 
rethinking, elements of education such as the roles imagined for teachers, the use 
of space, the relationship between social stability and education, and classroom 
conduct can become subject to critical thought in discussions on the motutapu of 
comparative education.

Holism
many pacific cultures have a holistic worldview (helu-thaman, 1993) in which 
thinking does not “separate the physical, cultural and spiritual from one 
another, nor divide time into past, present and future” (p. 256). embedded in 
the frameworks discussed earlier is a concern for relationality, the state of  being 
related or connected. each metaphoric representation links people to each 
other, connects aspects of  life and imagines how knowledge which has been 
developed in past times remains relevant now for the development of  new skills. 
for example, ola Lei links thinking to action, the world of  the sea to the world 
of  the land, and the spiritual to all other spheres. i-talitali links the practices of 
the village to the modern urban focus of  developing research skills for the acad-
emy. educational thinking which arises from ‘iluvatu seeks to connect wisdom 
from the village to school-based practices. those who seek to benefit from an 
appreciation of  pacific indigenous frameworks in comparative education might 
do well to pay attention to relatedness as a feature of  holism within the models 
they encounter.

in the past two sections we have offered ways of  thinking about frameworks 
which have potential to positively configure the relationships between knowl-
edge systems within and beyond the pacific region. it is important for those who 
develop frameworks and for those who seek to appreciate them that a disciplined 
approach is adopted (sanga & reynolds, 2017) so that creativity is tempered 
with usefulness and contextualization balanced with robustness. however, given, 
for example, the number of  language groups in the pacific and the lack of  access 
to the academy so far of  people from many groups, a further expansion of pacific 
indigenous frameworks relevant to education might be expected. what matters 
within the motutapu of comparative education is that each is approached with 
respect and critical intelligence. the focus should not be on the exotic but on 
the process whereby in “learning about other peoples and cultures, comparative 
education offers a lens for scholars to better know themselves” (mcLaughlin, 
2018, p. 213).
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thE cuttINg-EdgE
having offered both genealogical and thematic accounts of indigenous pacific 
thought through an examination of model making, as a final act we turn to a brief  
exploration of the cutting edge of the creative relationally-focused field which is 
pacific indigenous theory. the intent of this section is to indicate the vibrancy 
and ongoing nature of the field to interested comparative educationalists.

this section is organized into three parts: advocacy, developmental, and 
transformational research. first, the past two decades have seen much advo-
cacy research, a kind of  research which is primarily concerned with raising 
the profile of  a key issue by highlighting the needs of  a particular people and 
exposing an injustice in order to raise awareness (marshall & rossman, 2014) 
or as a way of  participating in policy (sankar, 2005). examples of  stakeholder 
involvement include the calls of  tongan researcher macintyre (2008) for the 
inclusion of  tongan language, culture and lived experiences in the education 
of  tongan children, and samoa researcher faamanatu-eteuati (2011) for the 
inclusion of  curricula consistent with the policy rhetoric on inclusive curricu-
lum for all samoan students. the school–pacific context mismatch, a key ele-
ment of  this chapter, has been an education issue of  concern during the review 
period. this can be represented by manueli (2012) who points out a mismatch 
between the expected information Communication technologies (iCt) skill 
levels for pacific islands’ students and their actual skill levels at tertiary institu-
tions. similarly, samoan researcher Leaupepe (2011) points out the mismatches 
relating to the place of  play for samoan early childhood education students at 
home and at school.

Calls for inclusion of  pacific cultures into schooling have also been a com-
mon advocacy theme. examples include tongan Kalavite (2010) for the inclu-
sion of  tongan culture into schooling and ng shiu (2011) who advocates for 
samoan students in new Zealand university settings. advocacy research has 
also critiqued key concepts (samu, 2013), the educational frameworks used 
(Baba, mahina, williams, & nabobo-Baba, 2004), and assumed educational 
understandings (helu-thaman, 2009). the vibrancy of  this scholarship is 
marked by the use of  indigenous metaphors of  the kind discussed earlier, the 
centering of  pacific voices, a wide range of  challenge to theoretical, methodo-
logical, and political issues, and an overwhelming uptake by a new generation of 
pacific islands’ researchers.

in addition, the review period is also marked by considerable developmental 
research. By nature, developmental research is about progressive change over time 
(grove, hass, & Kibel, 2005). it shows the results of achievements of markers, 
associated stories and case studies of progress toward longer-term goals at dif-
ferent paces and in unpredictable ways. three strands of developmental research 
can be cited as examples. firstly, the review period saw the introduction of new 
and indigenous articulations of research such as by samoan researcher fouvaa 
(2011) who offered fono a le nu’u (meeting) as a framework for the preservation 
of the samoan language or Joskin (2013) of papua new guinea who proposed 
the Kibung (gathering) as a framework for curriculum implementation. further, 
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vaioleti (2006) offered tongan talanoa as a research method and nabobo-Baba 
(2008) of fiji proposed the vanua research framework, discussed earlier, for 
indigenous fijian contexts.

secondly, the review period also saw indigenous research frameworks increas-
ingly being applied. examples include vudiniabola (2011) of fiji who used 
nabobo-Baba’s vanua research framework to examine the fijian nursing cur-
riculum, and Cowley-malcolm (2013) who explored the perceptions of samoan 
parents about childhood aggression by using samoan approaches including the 
fa’afaletui (tamasese, peteru, waldegrave, & Bush, 2005) framework.

thirdly, developmental research during the review period included indig-
enous articulations of concepts and ideas such as by sanga and walker (2012) 
who introduced the solomon islands malaita mind – ontological, cosmological, 
anthropological, epistemological, metaphysical, and axiological representations 
of indigenous solomon islands thought or te ava, airini, and rubie-davies 
(2011) who explored the concept of a Cook islands’ culturally responsive 
pedagogy, offering the tivaevae framework as an analytical metaphor for 
teaching and learning responsively with Cook islands students. in this develop-
mental research, exploratory work has been attempted, using indigenous pacific  
languages as tools and pacific islands as new intellectual spaces of thinking.

finally, the review period began to see examples of transformative research 
wherein indigenous pacific research’s transformational potential is institutional-
ized within contextual policy, practice, and research environments. from a pro-
cess perspective, transformation research shows a profound direction, departure 
or level of change (united nations development program, 2011) and is achieved, 
sustained over time, and leads to improvements of people’s lives.

four strands of examples are given. firstly, in relation to leadership develop-
ment, in an edited volume by Chu, rimoni, and sanga (2011) visionary images of 
the future of pacific leadership are shared by university students. these creations 
were inspired by the leadership stories of their post-graduate student counter-
parts. the use of collages and imagery is a novel idea for framing and applying 
leader/leadership development. secondly, a number of edited volumes (Chu et al., 
2011; nabobo-Baba, houma, & veramu, 2008; sanga & Chu, 2009) use story-
ing as an approach for educational and leadership development. at the time of 
these projects, capturing the leadership stories of students (as opposed to status-
position holders) was a novel approach, still uncommon in the popular literature 
on leadership development.

thirdly, two representative examples of indigenous knowledge creation are 
cited: sanga (2014a), who wrote of and for the gula’alā people of solomon 
islands, using gula’alā language and on the subject of indigenous ethics for 
the cultural sustenance and survival of this people; and aporosa (2012) of fiji 
who used vanua research framework to create a post-development perspective 
on traditional-contemporary tensions in yagona consumption by fiji teachers. 
these studies give recognition to place-based knowledge and local voices who 
must, themselves, find solutions to local challenges.

fourthly, there are examples of work which shows direct influences on policy. 
these include Johansson-fua (2012) who penned a research manual for tongan 
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teachers that was adopted as a policy document by the tongan ministry of 
education, and van peer (2006) whose study on the rethinking pacific education 
initiative influenced the pacific strategy (falepau & van peer, 2010), a policy 
document of whitireia Community polytechnic in new Zealand. in these exam-
ples, pacific islands researchers at institutional, national, and regional levels have 
influenced transformational change through the way their work has been subject 
to uptake at individual, organizational and societal levels.

coNcLudINg commENts
having discussed the nature of relationality in the pacific region both geographi-
cally and paradigmatically; examined a key moment in the development of the 
field of pacific education; offered genealogy and patterning as ways of under-
standing the growth of the field; provided a tentative discussion of how models 
in the field that have developed and will continue to develop may be approached; 
and sketched the cutting edge of educational research in the field, this chapter 
concludes by suggesting what challenges the region has to offer the field of inter-
national and comparative education.

a relationality scholarship is gaining momentum in the pacific region. while 
this review has introduced such a scholarship, this work is by no means a compre-
hensive or exhaustive coverage. a development yet to be undertaken is a system-
atic review to include post-graduate theses on pacific education and research and 
writings in the grey literature by pacific islanders on local, national and regional 
education. By tracking this literature through relationality, one of the challenges 
to comparative education of this chapter – to make relationality a central unit of 
organization in future research – will be gain focus. expecting education in the 
region to make sense solely in western terms is unhelpful. however, given the 
social nature of humanity, a pacific focus on relationality may be of benefit to 
comparative educationalists more widely.

generally, relationality scholarship is regional and cooperative. a closer 
look, however, will show a sparseness of  quality research articles and an une-
ven spread of  work across the three regions of  polynesia, micronesia, and 
melanesia. in time, future systematic and comparative reviews can be done. 
this unevenness challenges comparative education to think of  education in the 
region and of  the peoples in the region not only through what research already 
exists. instead, those involved might also pay attention to the research which 
could exist and to those peoples currently excluded from the literature of  the 
field. any tendency to represent partial understandings of  a field as the whole, 
or uncritically to transfer thinking from one context to another, constitutes 
continued colonialism. equally, tendencies to essentialize or simplify should be 
avoided, perhaps in part by looking for the dynamics of  uniqueness and com-
monality in and across the region. those involved in the field should facilitate 
space at the table for an increasingly diverse representation so that learning can 
be further nuanced and beneficial to all. these concerns also apply beyond the 
pacific region.
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the future, however, looks bright given the vibrant and increasing capacity 
of the emerging pacific research. in the short term, greater coordination and col-
laboration are needed by research institutions if  the long term pacific education 
research landscape is to support and lead the pacific relationality scholarship. 
extending the vision of pacific relationality scholarship requires collaboration 
between experienced researchers and emergent researchers; comparativists can 
partner with located works, qualitative with quantitative, and conventional with 
indigenous. as well, the use of indigenous languages must be encouraged. the 
challenge given by the pacific region to comparative education as a whole is thus 
to adopt a family and caring approach to those who constitute the field; the peo-
ple who contribute to research. emerging indigenous pacific research offers met-
aphoric, genealogical, relational, and strengths-based models which the field on a 
global scale may find inspiring.
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